Answers to Vendor Questions – Questions are in black, Answers are in red

1. Question: Could you provide us the project narrative and evaluation plan (as submitted to USDOL)
   
   Answer: No

2. Question: Was an evaluator engaged in writing the evaluation plan in the proposal to USDOL?
   
   Answer: Yes

3. Question: Is there a budget cap for evaluation that you can share?
   
   Answer: No

4. Question: What is the page limit for the proposal?
   
   Answer: No limit

5. Question: We would like to see the proposal narrative and the five-page evaluation plan. Is this possible?
   
   Answer: No

6. Question: (Privacy Protection Section and Scope of Work – Pages 4-6) Would the evaluator be helping the college establish a data sharing agreement for securing the employment placement No and wage records, or would the evaluator be directly responsible for securing such data? No If such an agreement cannot be established, who has primary responsibility for calling employers and/or collecting pay stubs – the college, the evaluator, or joint responsibility?
   
   Answer: This is the responsibility of the grant program staff.

7. Question: (Cost Proposal – Page 9) Are there any other budget parameters other than the maximum of 10% of the TAACCT award?
   
   Answer: No